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1.0 Aurat Foundation & the Gender Equity Program
Aurat Foundation (AF) is a civil society organization committed to working on women’s

empowerment and citizens’ participation in governance for creating a just, democratic and

humane society. Established in 1986, facilitating women’s greater participation in political

processes and governance is one of the main thrusts of AF. Additionally, AF’s contribution in

bringing women to local government and to parliament are globally recognized.

A five-year grant-making program of AF, GEP is funded by the United States Agency for

International Development (USAID) and implemented in collaboration with The Asia Foundation

(TAF). GEP builds upon the Government of Pakistan’s gender policies and aims at closing the

gender gap in Pakistan by proactively supporting the development of women. The program

advances human rights and empowerment through four main objectives:

 Enhancing gender equity by expanding women’s access to justice and women’s human

rights

 Increasing women’s empowerment by expanding knowledge of their rights and

opportunities to exercise their rights at home, workplace and public sphere

 Combating gender-based violence

 Strengthening the capacities of Pakistani organizations that advocate for gender

equality, women’s empowerment and the elimination of gender-based violence

2.0 Aurat Foundation’s Efforts Related to Elections
AF has been campaigning to ensure the political participation of women since 1993. They have

worked on raising awareness amongst women in respect to their voting rights, engaged with

political parties to ensure that women’s issues are included in party manifestos, established

consultative councils of women in Islamabad, Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar and Quetta.

Furthermore, they have also engaged with relevant government institutions to raise awareness

on women’s right to participate in the electoral process and have even suggested mechanisms

on how to make the electoral process more inclusive of women. AF has also been instrumental

in raising awareness regarding women’s rights issues via television, radio and print media and

printing and disseminating materials such as pamphlets, posters, stickers and audio cassettes

on women’s right to vote. AF’s campaign also included a demand for reserved seats for women

in the upper and lower houses of parliament. This demand saw success in 2000 when women

were given 17% quota of reserved seats in parliament and 33% in the local government. Since

the elections of 2008, AF has also included monitoring of elections in its ambit.
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This year not only were the number and situation of women voters and women candidates

observed during the elections, but also different aspects of women involved in the administration

of elections. A total of 147 women contested the elections of 2013 on general seats from 105

National Assembly constituencies. At the provincial level 301 women for 203 constituencies

contested on general seats. The elections of 2013 are a critical milestone in Pakistan’s political

history as for the first time a civilian government completed a full term and subsequently handed

power to another elected civilian government.

2.1 Suggestions on Women’s Empowerment for Election Manifestos of Political Parties
AF also published and widely disseminated a booklet entitled “Suggestions on Women’s

Empowerment of Election Manifestos of Political Parties” written by human rights activists Ms

Naheed Aziz and Ms Tahira Abdullah. The booklet critically analyzes election manifestos of

political parties through a gender lens. In their critique Ms Aziz and Ms Abdullah state that, “In

order to create a supportive environment for the fulfillment of the rights of all citizens, and in

adherence of Pakistan’s binding commitment as a State Party to Human Rights and other

Conventions, all aspects of future Political Party manifestos need to be mindful of, and explicitly

responsive to, the gender perspective.”

The conclusion of the booklet suggests measures that should to taken to ensure that political

parties do not neglect the promises they have made in party manifestos in context to women

and minority rights some of which include:

 Development of action plans by political parties in collaboration with women’s

development and rights experts as well as representatives from civil society in order to

realize manifesto promises

 Regular monitoring by the Ministry and Provincial Departments of Human Rights, the

National and Provincial Commissions on the Status of Women, the Provincial Women’s

Development Departments, and rights-based Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) of

how manifesto promises are being upheld

2.2 Aurat Foundation’s Election Cell
AF also had an election cell running with daily updates. This election cell was tracking and

receiving information on women denied the right to vote. Some of the other objectives and

activities of this monitoring cell included training regional staff in collaboration with international

organizations to monitor the elections through a gender perspective, recording instances of

discriminatory or harassing behavior of Returning Officers (ROs) toward women candidates,
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and reporting them to the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP). AF’s election cell was also

collecting information on whether political parties are mobilizing women voters and monitoring

the accommodation of women candidates in terms of party tickets, reserved seats and the

election campaign. This election cell also promoted voter education via radio programs and held

mock polling sessions with rural women.

3.0 The Gender Equity Program’s Contribution to Aurat Foundation’s Election Activities
Although political participation is not one of the four main objectives of GEP, GEP has been part

of AF’s efforts and engagement in this context and hence diligently worked on election

documentation.

3.1 CNIC Registration under Grant Cycles 3 and 5
Under grant cycles 3 and 5, GEP has registered 370,401 women which has enabled them to

vote for the very first time in elections of 2013. In addition to this, GEP’s sub-grantees have

carried out 2,693 voter education sessions of which 88,100 women are beneficiaries.

3.2 Matrix of Manifestos
GEP developed a matrix making a comparative analysis of party manifestos in context to

women’s participation and inclusion in the elections.The aim of the matrix was to show whether

the manifestos of parties viewed women’s rights as part of their political mandate and the

specific rights such as political participation, legislation, education, health and gender-based

violence they promise to work on. Please see Annex 1 for the matrix of manifestos.

A paper on the participation, inclusion and empowerment of women in context to this year’s

elections will be available by the end of June 2013. Please see Annex 2 for an outline of this

paper.

3.3 Advertisements in Leading Newspapers
AF in collaboration with GEP published three advertisements in Dawn News, The News and

The Express Tribune. Two advertisements were also published in Jang and Express Urdu. The

purpose of these advertisements was not only to encourage citizens to vote but also to vote for

parties that had included women’s rights in their manifestos and had a track record of

supporting women’s empowerment initiatives in the past. Please see Annex 3 to view scanned

copies of these advertisements.
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3.4 Articles by GEP on Election Manifestos
Ms Myra Imran, Content Developer at the Media & Communications Unit, published an article in

the News dated May 9th, 2013 entitled, “Most political parties miss out on women issues in

Manifestos” focusingon how an AF’s in-house research conducted on party manifestos shows

that although women’s empowerment is on the agenda of many political parties, most of them

ignored critical women related issues. Ms Imran’s article also stated some of the vital steps

each respective political party promises to take in context to women’s issues in Pakistan if

elected.

On May 12th, 2013, Ms Imran published another article in the News entitled,“Women’s Electoral

Rights Violated in KP” that shed light on the widespread violation of women’s voter rights

throughout Pakistan. Ms Imran stated that given these realities, Aurat Foundation has asked the

Election Commission of Pakistan to declare the results void for areas were women were barred

from voting.In her article, Ms Imran also stated that although the May 11th elections commenced

without any major incident, women voters faced a number of inconveniences such as

inadequate space within polling booths, lack of washrooms for polling staff and women voters in

many polling stations and inexperienced polling staff. Please see Annex 4 for both articles.

3.5 AF’s Election Observations
Women election observers of AF monitored election activities from a gender perspective

throughout the day at 553 women polling stations in major cities of Pakistan in collaboration with

international monitors of Gender Concerns International (GCI). Election monitoring was

undertaken in Islamabad, Rawalpindi, Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar, Swabi, Kohat, Swat,

Abbottabad, Mardan, Lower Dir, Hyderabad, Thatta, Sargodha, Bhakkar, Vehari and

Gujranwala. Please see Annex 5 for a list of Aurat Foundation’s election observers.

3.6 Regional Reports based on the Findings of Election Observers
Regional staff members shared reports based on their monitoring in Punjab, Sindh, Khyber

Pakhtunkhwa and Pindi, Islamabad Capital Territory.Some of the observations mentioned in

these reports are given below:

 A lack in voter education was observed as many women were under the impression that

they would be allowed to vote using copies of their CNIC

 Lack of experience and training of polling staff was another hindrance

 In Swabi bribes were offered to voters to buy their vote
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 In some instances, illiterate women were pressured to vote based on the choice of their

family head

 In Peshawar some women voters were stopped by representatives of Pakistan People’s

Party (PPP), Awami National Party (ANP), Jamiat-e-Ulema Islam (JUI), and Pakistan

Muslim League-N (Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz) from casting their vote.

 Six polling stations in Peshawar had no electricity forcing voters to stand in the heat as

they waited for their turn to vote

 Polling stations in Punjab had insufficient voting material. There were shortages of

forms, ink and envelopes. The material was also provided late.

 Security Personnel were seen ignoring ECP’s code of conduct as banners and posters

of electoral candidates were displayed outside polling stations when they should have

been removed.

 In Karachi some polling stations opened late forcing long queues of people to stand in

the heat for hours as they waited to vote.

 Rigging was witnessed in Karachi in some polling stations where people were pressured

to vote for a particular party and a presiding officer was seen removing a book of green

ballots from the polling booth containing unused ballot papers.

Please see Annex 6 for a more detailed account of these reports.

3.7 Fact Finding Missions in Sindh
AF conducted two fact finding missions to Sindh upon hearing that women are being barred

from voting. In Molji, Tharparker, Dr Arbab Ghulam Raheem, issued a pamphlet in his

constituency stating that votes should not be cast for non- Muslim representatives. He did this

when he felt he may lose to his Hindu opponent, MrGian Chand. In two polling stations, women

were not allowed to vote. They were threatened that they would face severe repercussions if

they visited polling stations in the hopes of voting. In one of the two polling stations, when

women went to vote they were allowed to stamp the vote but just to thumb-print the ballot

papers. Out of 1076 registered votes, Mr Raheem’s men managed to pressure 736 voters to

vote for him. Despite the tense security situation, not a single police official was present to

protect voters and ensure free and fair casting of votes. Please see Annex 7 for a more detailed

account of these events.
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3.8 Interaction with Veeru Kohlinn
Ms Zainab Ali Khan from the Monitoring & Evaluation Unit of The Gender Equity Program (GEP)

conducted an interview of Veeru Kohlinn. The first Pakistani Hindu woman to have ever stood

for elections, Ms Kohlinn is an ex-bonded laborer who now judiciously works to free other

bonded laborers in Pakistan. She stood for elections from Hyderabad but lost to PPP’s

candidate, Sharjeel Memon. Please see Annex 8 for a comprehensive account of her struggle

for emancipation and her experience running as an electoral candidate.

4.0 Aurat Foundation & Gender Equity Program Post Elections
AF issued a preliminary report on the findings of their election observers. This report noted that

there was a huge female voter turn-out representing all age groups. Many women voters

traveled long distances to reach polling stations accompanied with children, friends and

relatives. In Sargodha women voted for the first time in Lilliani and Moazamabad union councils.

The report also cited instances were women were barred from voting. For example, in Upper Dir

only one woman was able to cast her vote in UC Darora. In Lower Dir, women were stopped

from voting in seven constituencies, and in the Buner district women were not allowed to vote in

17 union councils. Despite these hurdles, AF commended the ECP on its efforts to ensure the

inclusivity of women voters. The introduction of the 8300 mobile phone number for information

polling station locations and serial numbers proved to be quite useful. However, this facility was

only availed by urban women. Rural women remained dependent on political party camps for

this information. This preliminary report also focused on the atmosphere and arrangement in

and outside polling stations, the efficiency of polling staff, security and voter education. Please

see Annex 9 for a complete version of this preliminary report.

GEP plans to continue its interaction with courageous role models such as Veeru Kohlinn. In the

coming weeks, the Capacity Building Unit of GEP will hold a talk at AF to share Ms Kohlinn’s

story. Additionally, the upcoming newsletters of GEP will feature some of the inspiring women

from these elections. GEP will also be publishing a paper analysing this year’s party manifestos

through a gender lens and also to ascertain whether the promises made by political parties in

their manifestos are realized via policies and legislation for women.
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Comparative Analysis of Manifestos on Women’s Participation and Inclusion

Political Party
 Economic

Empowerment
Political

Participation
Gender

Equality/Equity
Passing of

Particular Laws
Int'l Instruments re

Women's Rights
Education for
girls/women

Health
care for
women RHR

Police
Protection GBV/VAW

Awami National Party (ANP)

Awami Workers Party (AWP)

Jamiat Ulema Islam (JUI)

Mutahda Qaumi Movement (MQM)

Pakistan Muslim League (F)

Pakistan Muslim League (N)

Pakistan Muslim League (Q)

Pakistan People's Party Parliamentarians (PPPP)

Pakistan Tahrik-e-Insaf (PTI)
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Outline of Paper on the Participation, Inclusion and Empowerment of Women in Context
to 2013 Elections

 Introduction: Historical background of Pakistani Women’s struggle for political rights as

voters and candidates

 Background to Elections 2013: including general analysis of elections, women

prevented from voting, women on general seats and the women on reserved seats

 The Women’s Agenda : AF’s Manifesto suggestions in summary

 Gender Analysis of Manifestos of Nine Political Parties (main chapter). This chapter

will examine how these manifestos compare to each other and to the manifesto

suggestions of AF

 Women Agenda Moving Backwards or Forward: Comparison with election results of

previous elections (especially 2008), current status of legislation supporting women’s

rights, resistance or otherwise by previous assembly

 What is Still Missing: The gaps in voting, representation within political parties,

candidature, role in parliament, role in government

 What Should be the Women’s Agenda in the Current Scenario

 What AF Needs to Do
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Advertisement in the Urdu Express News on May 10th, 2013
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Advertisement in the Express Tribune on May 10th, 2013
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Advertisement in Jang News on May 10th, 2013
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Advertisement in The News on May 10th, 2013
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Advertisement in Dawn News on May 10th, 2013
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Annex IV
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Annex V
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List of Aurat Foundation’s Election Observers

Srl. # Name Region

1 Rubina Brohi Karachi
2 Shireen Aijaz Karachi
3 Simi Kamal Karachi
4 Farida Tahir Karachi
5 Mumtaz Mughal Lahore
6 Nasreen Zehra Lahore
7 Anila Noor Lahore
8 Abid Ali Lahore
9 Nabeela Shahin Lahore

10 Anjum Rafique Lahore
11 Abdul Basit Sargodha
12 Saima Muneer Peshawar
13 Shirin Javaid Peshawar
14 Qamar Aftab Peshawar
15 Muhammad Umar Khan Peshawar
16 Asif Elahi Peshawar
17 Robina Shahin Peshawar
18 Qamar Aftab Peshawar
19 Rabeea Hadi Islamabad
20 Farkhanda Aurangzeb Islamabad
21 Shamaila Malik Islamabad
22 Myra Imran Islamabad
23 Samina Naz Islamabad
24 Ambreen Shahid Islamabad
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Report of Election Observation Team A (NA 48 and 49)

May 11, 2013
Islamabad

Myra Azam

The team started observation at 8:30 am in the morning and stayed in the field till 7:30 pm in
order to observe the vote counting process. The team observed 24 polling stations in rural and
urban areas of the capital city.

Generally, the polling process remained peaceful and started at the right time. Women and
youth turned up in large numbers at polling stations across Islamabad and long queues were
observed at every polling station. The pace was slow early on, it picked up around mid-day.

A big number of people interviewed by the team were voting for the first time. Young girls were
excited and politically motivated. Government officials termed the turn out as unexpected.

Hundreds of women were found waiting for their turn to vote near the closing time at polling
stations number 70 to 76 in Golra. The compound outside polling area was full of women and
their children whereas the same number was inside polling rooms making it hard for polling staff
and law enforcers to control the situation. The observers were not allowed to enter inside the
polling stations due to this chaos.

With a big number voting for the first time, especially in rural areas, women had so many
questions in their minds and there was no proper guidance available for them. The observer’s
noticed lack voter’s education as an area that requires attention of government and civil society.
For example, many women were found insisting to vote with the copies of their identity cards.
There were some with only B form. Many did not know how to stamp or cast the vote and polling
staff had no choice but to help them at every stage, even in the area where polling staff was not
allowed to enter.

Proper training of polling staff and lack of experience especially among women was another
weaker side. They were processing the voters at a very slow speed resulting in long queues in
hot weather with no water or resting place available for elderly, pregnant or disabled women.
Presiding officers endorsed this opinion. On condition of anonymity, they shared that the training
was not enough to equip them with proper skills. They said that election administration could
have improved a lot.

“Even I did not receive any training. I was not even able to read the hand book of guidelines. At
the eleventh hour, I was appointed as presiding officer of this polling station. We went to
returning officer on May 10 to collect the election material at 9:00 am in the morning and
returned at 9:00 pm. There is a big issue of transport for us also. But when we raised all these
issues before returning officer and other officials, these passed humiliating comments and said
that we are actually not interested in working. We did not get time to even count the ballot
papers,” shared one presiding officer in a polling station located in G 10.

A special person Shabnam Wasiq demanded better arrangements for disabled persons. She
said that there was a long and rough path from school gate to polling area and there were many
stairs. She reached the polling area with great difficulty.
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Random visits were paid by Karachi team to monitor smooth running of female polling stations
based in Karachi and other parts of Sindh. Following were their observation,

11 May 2013

Team: Simi Kamal, Rubina Brohi, Farida Tahir
Karachi

Team B started at 7.30 in the morning and visited 14 polling stations till the close of voting
around 8 pm.

We found great enthusiasm and people thronging the polling stations in the morning and
afternoon. They had tapered off by the evening in some places except NA 250 in Phase 4,
where polling had not started by 6.30 pm, when we visited. We witnessed people from all walks
of life, almost as many women as men in all polling stations, younger men and women in great
numbers and also minority people. We saw people from kutchi abadis as well as those from
affluent areas. There were many senior citizens, especially women, in wheel chairs and with
walkers who stood for hours to cast their votes. One lady voter in a wheel chair that we talked to
shared with us that she had campaigned for Fatima Jinnah as a young woman, then
participated in local government and had today come out to vote again. Another lady said that
her children abroad persuaded her to come out and vote. We met other media, NGO and
international election observers in six polling stations.

However, there were many problems with the arrangements – materials arrived late or the sets
were incomplete. In one place the stamp for the back of the ballot papers was missing, in
another the ink for the back of the thumb, in two instances the seals of the ballot boxes were not
supplied, in another instance there were not enough ballot boxes. In four places the same ballot
box was being used for both NA and PS ballots. The sealing strips for ballot boxes were
numbered and very strong, but not properly utilized everywhere. The cardboard partitions were
either absent or poorly placed. Only in one instance was this partition found to be properly set
up. In several instances the polling booths were on first or second floor, while there was plenty
of space on the ground floor that was not used. This made it very difficult for older people to
vote.

In 9 out of 14 stations, polling had started between 8 – 9 am. In two instances it started after 11
am, at noon or after in 2 stations. And in one it started at 6.30 pm, where voters refused to leave
until they had cast their votes. In the places where the polling stations opened late, there were
long queues of both men and women, standing in the heat for hours with elders and children in
tow. While frustrated, they were hanging on until they could vote and facilitating each other. We
found that in cases where the women had their faces covered, the female polling staff made
them remove these coverings and checked their picture against the polling lists.

Inside most polling stations, the directions for polling booths were very poorly displaced, written
hurriedly with normal pens instead of markers and were hard to locate. There was too few
polling staff to guide the voters. Only in one of the 14 stations was the presiding officer a
woman.

Of the 14 polling stations, we found smooth running in 9. Of the others, we saw rigging
happening in the middle of the day in one, where our driver was forced to vote for a particular
party and there was no privacy for voters in the men’s booth. In the second case at the end of
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the day women polling staff was witnessed stamping the ballot papers. In the third station that
was heavily guarded by police and rangers, we saw reps of only one party running the station
and polling staff very quiet and tense. We left when rangers began to deploy on the roof!

In another station we saw a man with a gun inside the gate and in another we witnessed a
presiding officer removing a book of green ballots from the polling booth where there were still
some unused ballot papers. At another station the presiding officer shut off the voting, especially
in the women’s booth, even though the Election Commission had extended the time till 8 pm.
One polling station reported that the rangers deployed had foiled the attempt of a man to add
320 already stamped ballot papers for NA 250, and arrested him. An assistant polling officer
informed us that unauthorized people had barged in to pressurize voters. We witnessed a
polling agent pretending to be an ECP official and trying to stop polling in one station, but
women polling staff refused to be intimidated, and women citizens shunted him out and the
polling continued.

The turnout of women was really great and the enthusiasm of young women was witnessed in
particular. The voters we spoke to said they were concerned about women’s rights, wanted
equal treatment, would continue to participate in politics and some had even seen our adverts in
the paper!

Team A

Team members:Anis Fatima & Mahnaz Rahman while Caecilia and Claudine joined us after one
O’clock.

We started at 7.30 am, the first polling station that we visited was Falcon House School, Block
4, Gulshen-e-Iqbal, District Karachi East, NA-253. The tenth and the last station that we visited
at the end was in Saddar town at Zamzama road for NA 250. It was heartening to see people
especially women to come out in great number undeterred by the threats of Taliban. As we had
two foreigners in our team, we had applied to Frere road police station for their security and an
armed police guard accompanied us.

We observed that voters faced following issues:

Ballot papers and boxes arrived late at various stations
 There were three or four polling stations in one building and people were confused

where to go after entering the building.
 The most serious issue was that most of the polling staff chose to disappear, if a

presiding officer was assigned a team of 12 people, only 7 to 3 showed up, this
shortage of staff slowed down the process of voting and voters had to wait for hours to
get the chance to cast their votes. Some women fainted, some threw up, some got
sick.

 Some private schools ( eg: Merit & Merit school) provided few rooms to ECP and locked
rest of the rooms, the presiding officer had to merge one male and one female station
together but the room was so small and also because of cultural norms, the presiding
officer was not sending men and women inside simultaneously and because of this so
much time was being wasted and people were getting angry.
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Team B
Summary of Observations by Maliha Zia

Polling Station NA 250, Khayaban e Hilal

11 May 2013

Karachi

I started at 7:30 in the morning and despite plans of joining Team B, I stayed at this polling
station from until 6:00pm due to the controversy of the polling station.

The staff had been present since 7:00am and were ready to start. However, the ballot papers
and the ballot boxes did not arrive until 12:20pm. No reason was given for this despite
explanations for the delay were being demanded by observers, polling agents and the voters.
The Returning Officers were apparently refusing to answer their phones and give any such
explanations. Allegations of rigging have already been raised in relation to this 4 ½ hour delay in
the opening of voting and the delay in delivery of ballot boxes.

The ballot boxes arrived at 12:20. I was present and witnessed the sealing of the ballot boxes.
The process was simple and organized. The first voting started at 12:40 where senior citizens
were allowed to vote first. The process inside the polling station was however incredibly slow
with an approximate time of 2 hours of standing in line to vote AFTER entering the polling
station and in addition to the hours spent outside. The persons who arrived at the polling station
with me finally finished voting between 4:00pm for women (women were allowed into the polling
station at a greater rate and speed than the men) and  5:30pm for men. Therefore the total time
for the voting process from the time of the arrival of ballot boxes ranged from 4 – 6 hours per
person. Despite the increase in time for voting, there is concern that considering this time frame,
whether all persons were able to vote.

I saw a great deal of enthusiasm amongst the voters with long lines of people who arrived at
7:00am to be able to vote. The enthusiasm did not die down as more and more people joined
the line and were resolved not to go home without voting. Therefore despite the long wait, the
lines increased throughout the day and until the evening. With the announcement that voting at
this polling booth would continue until 8:00pm, more and more people started arriving to vote.

Approximately 55% of those in line were women. There was a large presence of senior citizens
as well. There were people on walkers, wheel chairs, needing assistance etc. The majority of
the people belonged to affluent areas. The tenacity of all the people there was amazing in the
circumstances. The people all refused to bow down and time and time again said they would not
give up until they were able to vote. There was a great deal of information being shared
amongst the voters through sources and news of rigging in other areas – therefore the voters
were being told by other voters the process of voting and to ensure the necessary stamps and
signs were there etc.

Apart from the late arrivals of the materials, the arrangements were mostly organized. However,
in some of the rooms the cardboard partitions seemed insufficient. I personally did not view any
direct illegal interventions and attempts to force votes in this polling station. However the space
on the ground floor could have been used better with the elderly or disabled being allowed to
vote on the ground floor. There were incidents where elderly on walkers and aid needed to be
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supported/partially carried up the stairs to be able to vote. A disabled person in a wheel chair
had a great deal of difficulty to be able to vote.

The directions for the polling booths were displayed at the entrance but were written with
markers with additional pen notations and were unclear making it difficult to rely on them solely.
There were a number of female presiding officers and staff.

However the interesting aspect of this polling station was the dominance of PTI volunteers in the
station. It must be noted that there is a high expectancy that PTI will win this seat.
PTI volunteers were assisting the people in lines outside by giving information, advice,
distributing refreshments. Along with this, PTI was controlling the lines of the people entering
the polling stations, deciding which lines should move forward. PTI volunteers were manning the
gates and manning the entrance of the voters. Inside the station, PTI volunteers stood at the
entrance and facilitated all voters to their polling booths. They also ensured order in the lines
outside the polling booths – ensuring voters were in the right place; maintaining order by not
allowing persons to break into line (in one case I personally viewed threatening to have a
person removed if they did not stand in the back of the line instead of breaking into the middle of
the line); facilitating the movement of the lines inside the station. PTI voters who were clearly
part of the organization entered to vote and stayed inside the help with the organization. In my
personal opinion, it seemed that there were more PTI volunteers inside the station facilitating
and organizing the voting than the actual polling staff.

It must be added that I DID NOT see any PTI staff member try to force people to vote for them
or participate in any sort of rigging. They simply took control of the station to improve its
facilitation. It must also be mentioned that there were members of all other parties in the polling
station but they did not challenge the PTI volunteers organization.

The resilience of the voters was amazing to see as they refused to move from the lines. Instead
more people kept joining the queues waiting to vote without considering the option to go home
without voting. The large turn-out of women, senior citizens and the youth has been
unparalleled. I saw persons with little children, men and women with walkers sitting on the side
of the road who refused to give up.

AF Karachi had taken few of the organizations/women right activists on board while chalking out
this activity. Their feedback is as under,

Hyderabad Domestic observer   Report for General Election for National Assembly and
Provincial Assembly
Submitted by
Advocate Rafia Bangash

Organization: Association for betterment and development of human being (ABAD)
Date: 12/5/2013
General Election for National Assembly and Provincial Assembly was held in the country on 11th

may 2013 in Pakistan.
To observe the election process 6 Organizations were selected /given responsibility .On behalf
of Association for Betterment and Development of Human being   Advocate Rafia Bangash
Visited the polling and interviewed with the voters of NA – 221 and PS -47 . Following Eight
Polling stations were visited.
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S
#

Poling Station Time Of Visit PS
Number

Male/
Female

# of
Registered
Voters

Rural
/Urba
n

Constituency District

1. XEN Banglow
Adjudecent
Highway
Workshop

08:30 am 23 Male 1681 Urban NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

2. Government  Girls
Primary School
Muhammed Bux
Shoro

10:20 am 80 Female 1769 Rural NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

3. Village Khabar
khero

11:45 am Female Rural NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

4. GPS Shahbaz
Town

01: 10pm 71 Female 1250 Urban NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

5. GGPS Bhittai
Town

01:45pm 73 Female 1371 Urban NA221
PS-47

Hyderabad

6. Government
Degree College
Qasimabad (ist
portion)

02:30pm 28 Male 1470 Urban NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

7. Government
Degree College
Qasimabad (2nd

portion)

02:40pm 27 Male 2108 Urban NA-221
PS -47

Hyderabad

8. Government
Mehran Girls
High School
Qasimabad
(Ground Floor )

05:15pm 59 Female 1323 Urban NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

9. Government
Mehran Girls
High School
Qasimabad(First
Portion)

05:45pm 60 Female 1050 Urban NA-221
PS -47

Hyderabad

The observation was as followed :
 That  the time to start the pollings was 08:00 am but the polings were started about half

to  an hour late. There was no proper system to guide the voters to cast their votes
.Police security was available at poling stations. Due to slow process of votes the rush of
voters was observed.

 The  Female voters on the polling stations were aged between   45-65 Some of them
were 18-45 .The women came along with their children ,and in groups . It was observed
that a few were pregnant ,but there was no proper system for their seating .no electricity
was present in two poling stations and due to that there was very hot atmosphere and
darkness in the poling booths .

 Women have complaints that their votes are registered but the poling agents were
saying that their voted are not registered. Women were not aware with new election
commission systems for casting their votes .Majority of female voters in village were un
Educated .

 In village Muhammed Bux Shoro Female Poling station Poling Agent  from Awami
Tahreek was interrupting the poling and the poling was closed for some times and she
also thrown Ink on ballet box  then Ladies Police was Called and the poling was started
again ,She also sent some female voters back by saying that their names are not
mentioned in the list .Presiding officer of Village Muhammed Bux Shoro also complained
that Agent from Awami Tahreek is pressuring her .The poling staff was not fully trained
,and was looking tired for this they stated the reason that they were told one day before
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the polling and were  handed over the ballet papers and material late night and after
waiting a lot due to that they were in stress and due to electricity problem they could not
work properly . Media was present  but they only seemed to interview with presiding
officers not with the voters .

 I n GGPS Bhittai Town Anwer Mallah Chairman Qasimabad Action forum  along with
was influencing the voters to caste vote in favour of Vistle (Awami Tahreek ) inside the
polling .

 In village Khabbar Khero Poling agent of awami  tehreek  was misguiding the voters that
chit for votes are not accept able voters should bring the mobile sms in this regard
.Village women were  also complaining to rangers  that she was pressurizing them and
was throwing them out of polling by saying that remove the rush and was not allowing
the female voters to caste their votes .

 There were no Community observers seen out side the polling stations .
 In Qasimabad female Poling station Mehboob abaro Independent  candidate came and

tried to cast bogus votes  and on complaint of voters  rangers came and he run out from
the polling station.

 The Contesting Parties polling agents  were from  Pakistan Peoples Party
Parliamentarians –Pakistan Tahreek-e-Insaaf – SindhTaraqi pasand Party –Qaumi
Awami Tehreek – Independent candidates .

Hyderabad Domestic observer   Report for General Election for National Assembly and
Provincial Assembly
Submitted by
Advocate Rafia Bangash
Organization: Association for betterment and development of human being (ABAD)
Date: 12/5/2013
General Election for National Assembly and Provincial Assembly was held in the country on 11th

may 2013 in Pakistan.
To observe the election process 6 Organizations were selected /given responsibility .On behalf
of Association for Betterment and Development of Human being   Advocate Rafia Bangash
Visited the polling and interviewed with the voters of NA – 221 and PS -47 . Following Eight
Polling stations were visited.

S.
#

Polling Station Time of
Visit

PS
Nr

Male/
Female

Voters Rural
/Urban

Constituency District

1. XEN Banglow Adjudecent
Highway Workshop

08:30 am 23 Male 1681 Urban NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

2. Government  Girls
Primary School
Muhammed Bux Shoro

10:20 am 80 Female 1769 Rural NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

3. Village Khabar khero 11:45 am Female Rural NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

4. GPS Shahbaz Town 01: 10pm 71 Female 1250 Urban NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

5. GGPS Bhittai Town 01:45pm 73 Female 1371 Urban NA221
PS-47

Hyderabad

6. Government Degree
College Qasimabad (ist
portion)

02:30pm 28 Male 1470 Urban NA-221
PS-47

Hyderabad

7. Government Degree
College Qasimabad(2nd

portion)

02:40pm 27 Male 2108 Urban NA-221
PS -47

Hyderabad

8. Government Mehran Girls 05:15pm 59 Female 1323 Urban NA-221 Hyderabad
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High School Qasimabad
(Ground Floor )

PS-47

9. Government Mehran Girls
High School
Qasimabad(First Portion)

05:45pm 60 Female 1050 Urban NA-221
PS -47

Hyderabad

The observation was as follows:

 That the time to start the polling was 08:00 am but the polling were started about half to
an hour late. There was no proper system to guide the voters to cast their votes. Police
security was available at polling stations. Due to slow process of votes the rush of voters
was observed.

 The female voters on the polling stations were aged between   45-65 Some of them
were 18-45 .The women came along with their children and in groups. It was observed
that a few were pregnant but there was no proper system for their seating .no electricity
was present in two polling stations and due to that there was very hot atmosphere and
darkness in the polling booths.

 Women have complaints that their votes are registered but the poling agents were
saying that their voted are not registered. Women were not aware with new election
commission systems for casting their votes .Majority of female voters in village were un
educated.

 In village Muhammed Bux Shoro Female Poling station Poling Agent  from Awami
Tahreek was interrupting the poling and the poling was closed for some times and she
also thrown Ink on ballet box  then Ladies Police was Called and the poling was started
again ,She also sent some female voters back by saying that their names are not
mentioned in the list .Presiding officer of Village Muhammed Bux Shoro also complained
that Agent from Awami Tahreek is pressuring her .The poling staff was not fully trained
,and was looking tired for this they stated the reason that they were told one day before
the polling and were  handed over the ballet papers and material late night and after
waiting a lot due to that they were in stress and due to electricity problem they could not
work properly . Media was present but they only seemed to interview with presiding
officers not with the voters .

 I n GGPS Bhittai Town Anwer Mallah Chairman Qasimabad Action forum  along with
was influencing the voters to cast vote in favour of Vistle (Awami Tahreek ) inside the
polling .

 In village Khabbar Khero Poling agent of awami  tehreek  was misguiding the voters that
chit for votes are not accept able voters should bring the mobile sms in this regard.
Village women were also complaining to rangers that she was pressurizing them and
was throwing them out of polling by saying that remove the rush and was not allowing
the female voters to cast their votes.

 There were no Community observers seen outside the polling stations.
 In Qasimabad female Poling station Mehboob abaro Independent  candidate came and

tried to cast bogus votes  and on complaint of voters  rangers came and he run out from
the polling station.

 The Contesting Parties polling agents were from  Pakistan People’s Party
Parliamentarians –Pakistan Tahreek-e-Insaaf– SindhTaraqi pasand Party–Qaumi Awami
Tehreek – Independent candidates.
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Summary of Visited Polling Stations

Members:     Nighat Abbas
Salma Memon

NA:              (220)
(219)

Distirct: Hyderabad
Taluka:        (Latifabad)

(Hyderabad)

No. of Polling Stations

Srl #         Polling Station Name of Polling Station
1. 2 Director of school education hyd
2. 4 Nana primary school hirabad
3. 8 Shah Latif g.h school hirabad part1
4. 10 Shah Latif g.h school hirabad part2
5. 22 Model middle school hirabad part1
6. 24 Model middle school hirabad part2
7. 140 Saint Mary’s school hyd
8. 200 GBHS Soceity no 1 hyd
9. 11 Masjid Primary school amil colony
10. 95 Ado office latifabad
11. 92 G.Shah Latif college latifabad
12. 78 GGHS unit 6
13. 20 Rubina Primary school latifabad 2
14. 38 Little Paradise school latifabad  5.
15. 148 Sakhi Wahab Hali road

Remarks

All the mentioned polling stations have secure boundary wall. Polling started late in many
above mentioned polling stations as our team visited polling station different time. Women
complain that they reached early in the morning but polling staff was not ready to start the
polling process due to lack of knowledge about election duty. The political agent of different
parties at different polling stations complained that the staff was involved in bogus voting.
We found males in women polling station interfering in electoral process. One of the very
sad findings was that some polling agents threatened the presiding officer of polling station
2 director of education hyd. All these mentioned polling stations had no lady security officer
or any media representative there. The good thing is this that the majority of female voters
are well aware of the casting of their vote.
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Gender Election Monitoring Summary

S.No Form
No

Team
No

Polling Type

District Constituency Elected
District

P.S
No Time Registered

Votes

Voter in
Line
when

Reached

when
Team

Leaving
Total

Casted
Votes

Rural Urban

1 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 17 9:00am ---- 40 -----
2 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 11 10:00am 470 30 130
3 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 63 10:30am 779 0 0
4 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 2 11:00am 1441 30 369
5 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 15 12:30pm 1480 50 400
6 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 283 1:00pm 1514 80 320
7 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 39 1:30pm 967 75 401
8 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 230 2:00pm 607 23 321
9 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 212 3:00pm 957 150 475

10 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 53 3:30pm 651 40 522
11 ---- ---- - yes Thatta PS-84 Thatta 56 4:30 1354 45 1221
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Asif Elahi
Peshawar

Team 2 started at 08:20 am in the morning and visited 10 polling stations till the close of voting
around 06:15 pm during the counting. I visited polling stations of NA -1, 3 & 4 constituencies.

At the start day of the polling, great enthusiasm was found amongst all ages of voters. From
young to old and women to men with children, all were eager to vote their rights in the NA-1
area of Gul-Bahar. There were many senior citizens, especially women, with walkers and in
wheel chairs who were there to cast their votes with all their energies with support of their young
holding their hands and walking towards their polling stations. Such enthusiasm was also seen
in the NA-4 area of Hazar Khawani, a rural area in the suburbs of District Peshawar and NA-3
area of University Town and University campus. Even midday jam pack situation was
witnessed. As the day progressed, a little bit calmness was seen in all the polling stations of the
areas mentioned above.

I met with media and other NGO election observer in 2 polling stations and accompanied an
international team of observers for two polling stations.

However, there were many problems:

1. Ballot boxes with wrong lids.
2. Due to security situation most of the polling stations were surrounded with barbed wires,

which made life miserable for the women voters.
3. In village Sadozai, Tehsil Hazar-Khawani, district Peshawar, at 11:30 am. Women voters

were stopped by representatives of PPP, ANP, JUI(F), PML(N) and when asked they
told me that the elders of the area have agreed to stop women voters. There I met a
female reporter of Express News and discussed the situation and she went into the
polling station. On her return, she told me that the polling in still on inside the polling
station. But from outside people of the area are not allowing the women to go inside, as I
witnessed this situation personally.

4. In another polling station in the same area, husband of presiding officer was also sitting
with her in the polling station. When inquired, he said, he was there to help his wife and
for security purposes. In the same polling station two government employees with
badges of special branch were also wandering around and were in conversation with
party agents.

5. Later in the day, an attempt was made by the unidentified political party workers to stop
women polling after 3pm at Government Girls Primary School near Government Girls
High School Gul-Bahar # 2 polling station but the women present in and outside the
polling station refused to do so and stood there to cast their votes.

6. Delaying tactics were also used by Police deputed at the polling stations by not letting
voters into the polling stations by saying that they have a security threat and that’s the
reason they are letting a few persons at a time through the big gates of the government
buildings.

7. Out of 10 polling stations I visited, 6 were without electricity and astonishingly in two side
by side women and men polling stations; there was no electricity in women polling
station.

8. Due to wrong issuance of Census Block Code numbers by the parties, most of the
women voters went away without polling because they were not able to locate their
polling stations.
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Nevertheless, overall the turnout of voters, especially of women voters was prolific and the
enthusiasm of young women was also seen in their dresser, as most of them were in party
colors.
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Date 11, May 2013
QAMAR AFTAB

Area: Topi District Swabi

Three polling stations were observed on the Election Day

1: Government Girls Primary School No 2

2: Government Girls Primary School No 4

3: Government Girls High Secondary School Topi, Swabi

Main points of observation:

Women were freely allowed to cast their vote but with the following scenarios:

1. No specific security check was available at the polling station male police constables
were provided to each station which were less in numbers. In female boots no female
constables were available to support the staff for the polling station.

2. No facility/separate line was available for old age women to cast their vote easily.
3. The illiterate women were casting votes under the pressure of their family head. They

were told to give vote to the specific party. They do not have their own choice.
4. It was observed that parties purched the votes from the voters on the rupees 3ooo, in

addition women were told by their family to caste vote to the party who has provided
BISP facility and monthly income to them.

5. No strictness was followed in the polling station, mobile phones were allowed.
6. In polling station the agents were not neutral and they were trying to facilitate the voters

for their own benefits .It was observed that one of the voters was facilitated and provide
the money after casting vote.

7. Crowd controller was not able to manage the crowed either it was not provided but the
polling officer  at the same time also performing the duty to manage the women, which in
result took too much time to proceed with the real process.

8. Women were disappointed by the miss management and most of them left back
because of rush, crowd and non-formation of queues at turn.

9. Information dissemination was at very low level women were do not have any idea about
the two types of vote. It was known to them by small vote and big vote.

10. They do not know how to give the small and big vote they give it randomly but not as per
the importance,

11. Those women who were having the copy of their CNIC instead of original CNIC were
strictly not facilitated and especially the old women waited for long time without having
information how to get out of the tension.

12. Only in one school out of three young girls were seen enthusiastic who came to cast
their vote.
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AF- Summary

Robina Shahin

I conducted two elections observation visits, first visit was in the morning to Government Girls
Middle School Wazir Bagh Road, Peshawar. It was a separate polling station for women. Poling
started at 08:00 am. Several women were standing in the lines and waiting for to poll vote, the
polling process was slow, but women were very enthusiastic and participating fully in the polling
process. There were four circles for women voters; I entered in room no 01 and met with
presiding officer to introduce myself, after that I started my observations; there was no
electricity, no clean drinking water, but the polling staff actively performed their duties, the
attitude of polling staff was good, There is one thing that I was noted that mostly women voters
were not aware that how to stamp.
Then I went to circle four as I entered there the firing was started from two parties which were
ANP and JI. Due to this incident the women were shocked and some of them started crying and
shouted.

In afternoon I visited another polling station Govt Primary School for Boys, Asiya Gate, There
was a peaceful situation in the poling station. Every women voter poled in satisfactory manner.
The presiding officer complained about the shortage of polling staff, polling agent of PTI
complained that the ANP offered 2000 to voters to poll for ANP representative.
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AF-Monitoring Officer: Muhammad Umar Khan.

Date: 11th May, 2013.

Electoral Area: NA 17/PK 44

Total Polling Stations Visited: 2 Male and 2 Women.

Observations:

Political atmosphere was very different in this constituency as people from all ages men, women
and youth, including children were highly charged and showed visible signs (wearing matching
cloths, badges etc. of their respective political affiliations.

Presiding staff was very cooperative and people were facilitated in a very smooth and secure
environment to caste their political right to vote. Security arrangements were as per required
standard. The polling began at 8 am and ended at 5 pm. Separate room was allocated to stamp
the ballot paper by the voter and the boxes were displayed outside at a visible position so that
the presiding officer along with the polling agents of different parties can see it.  Representatives
(polling agents) of the political parties were present within the polling stations but they only took
part in checking the electoral list of the area to avoid any rigging by any party and by the
presiding officer, every time when the ballot papers were handed over to a person his/her name
was taken loudly by the assistant presiding officer so that the polling agents of different parties
could cross the name from the electoral list of the area.

Women, young and old of the area enthusiastically participated in the polling process and were
very delighted after casting their votes, the turn out ratio of the polling stations visited were 80%
and no incident of stopping women to poll votes and no  such case of influencing by party
workers to vote for their respective parties was seen.

Presiding officer shared that there were several names in the electoral list provided by NADRA
in which people from other district (e.g. Peshawar-NA 1) were registered which was not
according to the area of permanent/temporary residence.
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Initial Report of Polling-day observations by AF in Punjab

Background:
On the 11th of May 2013 Aurat Foundation Lahore sent out 52 observers (28 female and 24
male) in the province of Punjab, region of Lahore and covered 237 polling stations in
Gujranwala 16 PS (NA 95), in Vehari 25 PS (NA 168 and 169), in Bhakkar 25 PS (NA 74 and
73), in Sarghoda 40 PS  (NA 65 and 66) and in Lahore 137 PS (NA 119, 120, 121, 122,  124,
125, 126,130).

In Lahore we monitored altogether 27 polling stations. Enthusiastic monitoring teams, among
whom were first time voters as well, started off early in the morning at 7a.m - upto10 p.m to
observe the polling process which began at 8 a.m till closing and/or counting of votes time. An
unusual excitement was visible amongst people who had come to cast their votes. Generally
polling started on time with few exceptions where polling was delayed due to late arrival of
material. One surprising thing seen to be missing throughout was the little presence of media.

The IT/8300 mobile service was massively used by youth to find their PS. People were
generally seen standing in queues from 8 a.m to 5 p.m. Never did we see such enthusiasm of
women, all ages, who came to vote. It was reassuring & commendable to see large numbers of
old age women pouring in at PS especially in populated areas, where arrangements provided by
EC were disappointingly inadequate and encountering an environment unfriendly sometimes
even hostile.

The most amazing thing was the determination of women to exercise their right to vote. They
felt empowered that day as they had the power to vote! A number of physically challenged
women some in wheel chairs were seen casting their votes. Unfortunately there were no special
arrangements by EC to facilitate them. One young girl on wheel chair had to fight with the
presiding officer to allow her to vote downstairs as she could not be transported upstairs where
her polling booth was. It was only on the intervention of our observer that she was allowed to do
so and the presiding was heard saying ‘why do disabled people have to come’!

Sometimes polling officer refused someone to cast vote if they did not have an electronic slip
and sent them back to party camps instead of accepting them thus creating chances of making
it difficult for one or the other party.

In many PSs material was not accurately provided, there were shortages in forms, ink,
envelopes. There were issues of quality of the material provided. Material was delivered late. At
many PS extra green boxes were provided by ECP but white ones were not, some either had
incomplete or no seals and presiding officer had no clue what to do.

The logistics/arrangements and layout plan by local EC were not up to the mark at most places.
The location and the space where they conducted the process of polling were generally
congested which resulted in lack/no privacy among the voters at most polling booths and female
voters were seen stamping for their favourite candidates in presence of the rest of the voters or
in front of presiding officers who shared it with PMLN polling agent. No effort was made by
presiding officers to ensure secrecy of the poll. It was impossible to maintain queues properly in
such congested areas resulting in chaos and confusion.

Hardly any proper arrangement existed for senior citizens/disabled/sick; there were no sitting
spaces, drinking water facilities though a large number of senior/old age women came to cast
vote, they faced problems.
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Generally security existed inside as well as outside the PS. Police mingled themselves in the
process, asking who would be present for counting. Although the presence of female security
staff was very low in numbers but overall security provided at most polling stations was
satisfactory and no untoward incident occurred. We saw women police inside the PS only in one
or two booths, in rest of the others male police was providing security in women PS.

Security persons were seen not obeying ECP code of conduct as banners and posters of
candidates outside the PS were visible, even inside PS we saw stickers of political party in the
polling booth. They also did not object to use of transport by parties, a clear violation of ECP
code.

People were seen gathered outside the polling station before the time at many PS and both
males and females were standing in the queues. Many voters did not find their names or
numbers in the voters list. There were discrepancies in the lists of polling staff and polling
agents which caused inconvenience and confusion among women voters.  In one PS at
government officers residential area, there was male polling staff at women polling booths.  ECP
did not provide complete form sets, mostly form-15 and ballot paper counting form used at
closing and counting were missing.

The voting scheme by EC was far from satisfactory at many PSs as women had to wait for long
hours in queue in hot weather & congested rooms. In some PSs women waiting in long queues
when their turn came were told to go to another line, this discouraged them and a number of
women decided to leave the PS without casting vote rather than wait and suffer endlessly.

It was interesting to see presence of unauthorized family members like husbands or fathers
assisting their presiding officer wives and enjoying tea and snacks with them.

Many polling staff were not trained. They did not follow EC instructions/guidelines. In many PS
they did not announce the seal numbers which was compulsory. Sometimes white and green
boxes not properly placed in order, ballot papers were put in the wrong boxes and the presiding
officers did not bother to notice it. PSs where there was rush were unable to manage properly.

Many staff of PSs were found to be ignorant about procedures or were not trained. It was a big
surprise to see photocopies of ID cards being allowed to use to cast vote at one PS.

Polling started in time at most PSs and polling staff was available and polling agents of PML-N,
PTI and JI were present. Presence of PPP and PMLQ were conspicuously missing. Enthusiastic
voters were present at all the PSs representing all age groups: old age, middle a, youth,
women/ disabled women, coming in singles/groups, along with their families, with friends,
neighbours and with their children. An amazing number of women turned up with their infants
and 2 or 3 kids accompanying; even 80 year olds were seen on the site. Generally women did
not have sense or knowledge how to cast their votes, an area neglected by the EC to educate
voters.

At closing time a lot of women were present in the PS but when the ECP extended 1 hour more,
the voter took benefit and hurried to the PS to cast their vote which showed their interest and
determination in the political system.

A lot of confusion was seen when closing time was extended to one hour. The information was
not properly conveyed to the presiding officers by EC as a result we saw ballot boxes being
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closed and sealed at 5 pm which deprived some voters from casting their votes. In some PS
polling agents were made to leave the room before counting process started. Most of AF
observers too were not allowed to stay in the room at time of counting. However in one PS we
managed to stay and even took photographs. Counting of votes was done haphazardly and
rules set by EC were not followed in some PS.

We were able to make way to see the counting of votes in one or two instances but generally
did not allow observers to be present at counting of votes out of suspicion.  Was supposed to be
first counting then sorting of ballot papers, it was not done and sorted immediately. Party agent
assisting counting used mobile phone to communicate results to their parties.

VEHARI:
Vehari southern Punjab  NA 168, 169: Number of PS polling agents tried to influence the voters
to stamp the ballot paper on a certain party.  In 6 PS stations only PPP and PTI agents were
present and PS was open from 8.30am to 8.45pm.

SARGHODA:
For the first time in history of Sargodha women cast their vote in rural areas / UCs (Lalyani)
No security arrangements were seen at female PS and there was wide violation of ECP code of
conduct everywhere. Polling agents of 1 party stamped ballot papers themselves and other
parties protested and wasted the ballot papers. They went to complaint cell with district officer
who noted the complaint.  In Muzamabad candidates were threatening women voters outside
PS.

BAKKHAR:
There was no security in female PS. Polling staff delayed deliberately the process so women
could not vote. Both people and staff were not familiar with polling scheme. Female PS staff
were disrespectful and misbehaved with women voters. Women with kids were not allowed to
enter and forced to bring them back home.
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Annex VII
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NA-229, Polling Station-61 (District Tharparkar)

Team: Mr. Faisal Memon, Shireen Aijaz, Fareeda Hannan, Rubina Brohi

Location: Bhoreelo

People met with;

Male: 20

Female: 60

Male Feedback:

Only two voters from our village could cast their votes since they (Arbab group) goons in poling
stations had threatened them to either vote for their candidate or don’t bother to come in polling
station. In support of this argument, they said out of 1076 registered votes, arbab group
managed to beg 736 votes using these tactics from their polling station.

Not a single person from law enforcement agencies was there to protect voters and facilitate
smooth running of voting.

We had conveyed about this troublesome situation to the candidate whom we had intended to
vote for, but he too displayed his helplessness.

Seeing such an embarrassing and threatening situation, the villagers decided to not  to
participate in elections.

Female Feedack

They said that they want to change this oppressive system through voting and were all set to
cast our votes but couldn’t do that because of volatile situation at polling station.

They had previously voted Arbab group candidate but for this time they had decided to put their
weight behind his opponent.

There were 30 polling agents belonging to arbab group there inside the polling station. And,
they were all threating and harassing them to vote for their candidate.

Male and female booths were established at the same place. Besides, there was no law
enforcement person standing there in polling station to protect voters.

Arbab group goons had also threatened men in our that they would kidnap women if they will
attempt to vote for their opponents.
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AF team met Veeru Kohli and her team in PILER’s seminar where representatives of religious
minorities had gathered to share their experience about elections. Veeru  Kolhi has become the
first Hindu woman to contest elections in Pakistan. She contested from Tando Jam PS 50.

 Her women voters were not allowed to enter the polling station as they were easily
recognized because of theIr traditional dresses.

 There were no facilities of drinking water and wash rooms in the polling stations
 There was no polling staff present in some polling stations
 No privacy for female voters
 To misguide women voters, wrong number of polling station or wrong serial number of

vote were put on the slip.
 Veeru Kohli and her friends were attacked on the last day of the campaign.
 One of the opponent candidate offered bribe of one crore rupees to Veeru to withdraw in

his favor but she refused
 Election day was a national holiday but Veeru’s workers were forced to work in the

factory and were threatened that if they not come to work, they will be fired.
 One of the opponent candidate threatened to break Veeru’s legs.
 Veeru says that her opponent forced the staff to stop the polling process and

themselves stamped the ballot papers.
 The opponents of Veeru started development work in her area during the campaign
 Hindu women voters were dragged out of the polling stations
 The opponents also distributed rupees one thousand per person  for one vote
 Many irrelevant people were present in the polling stations and were involved in rigging

Someone in the seminar suggested that religion and state should be separated. The women
representatives of the minorities should be given a chance and quota in the elections. This way
they will be able to raise their concerns properly and also represent the minorities in the
government.

The minorities consider themselves isolated from the society. Election Commission and political
parties should be made responsible to give tickets on general seats as well as on reserved
seats to the representatives of minorities. Women representatives of minorities are pretty
helpless as they are women and secondly, belong to a minority group. (Michael Javed)

According to the international electoral law, there should be reserved seats for women in
Pakistan. But the issue is that even if the political parties elect or choose the women from
reserved seats, it is very unlikely that they are from the minorities.

This election, we had seen competition among the parties and also the voters wanted to vote
and choose their own leaders. Minorities were given the right to vote and this was the first time
that a lot of people from minority groups came forward to vote. Bharu Bhel

There was no structural change in the state or the process of election but a big change was
seen among the people, their thinking process and the way they chose their leaders.
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Molji, Tharparker, Tehsil Mithi – Human Right Activist

Since the day the government announced that people should start filling the forms for voter
registration, I would say that the people of the oppressed groups were really active since the
start and they participated in the elections. Dr. Arbab Raheem, issued a pamphlet in his
constituency which said that the votes should not be casted to the Non- Muslim representative.
He did this when he felt that he might lose from his constituency. In two of the polling stations,
women were not at all allowed to vote. They were warned not to come to the polling stations
else they will face severe consequences. In one of the two polling stations, when women went
to vote they were allowed to stamp the vote but just to thumb the ballot papers. If there is a
representative from the minority, why they are harassed and not allowed to compete fairly.

Minorities should be given the right to double vote.

8 to 10 towns/villages are such where the people has been harassed because they have not
voted for the feudal and opted for the representatives from the minorities. Most of the people
who went to vote were not educated especially the women. When they reached their respective
polling stations they were allowed to just thumb the ballot paper and they polling stamped the
papers themselves.

Jacobabad – 5000 voters

Veero – was attacked during her election campaign. Once she was attacked by 30 to 40 bike
riders at once. 6200 votes were casted to her. It is believed that her votes were way much
greater than the ones casted. The reason being the two major factories operating in the area
were not shut, although the government has announced a public holiday. The workers couldn’t
come out to vote because they were threatened if they will not come to work on the Election
Day they will be sacked. Second big reason, the people who went told for Veeru were told that
they don’t have their vote registered in the specific polling station even though they have all the
right documents and had their votes in that polling station.

Ho inqalab sathiyo – her campaign song – was played so much that it became a symbol for her.

In districts like Tando Allahyaar, Tando Mohammad Jam, Mirpur Khas and Umerkot, as a media
person we noticed that the people wanted to vote for the people they liked or thought preferable
but as they work on the lands of feudal, they couldn’t do as their heart pleased. The landlords
had threatened them and would have kicked them out if they wouldn’t vote for them.

Naghma, Student of Karachi University – did election monitoring in election 2013. We always
complain about Karachi and rigging in election but we should not forget that the rigging actually
happened all over Pakistan. Where we blame Dr. Arbab Raheem for terrorizing people in not
voting for his opponents, we should also keep the reality in mind that 80,000 bogus votes were
discarded this time because of which he lost from three seats – which in itself is a big
achievement. So the change has come. While monitoring, I saw a lot of new and first time
voters that came out as a result of PTI’s campaign and mobilization of people to vote. We
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should applaud the process with all its fault that brought a second democratic government in
Pakistan in a row. The political process was way much better than the previous ones and
hopefully it will improve with time.

Pushpa Kumari – woman activist – informed that when she visited various polling stations in
Tharparker, the main issue she considers really important is the illiteracy. While quoting an
incident she said that in a polling station in the same district, an elderly lady entered the polling
station and asked the presiding officer if he can tell her the difference between an arrow –
PPP’s electoral symbol – and a bat – PTI’s symbol. She emphasized that the most important
factor here is to educated and literate our people specially the minorities’ women. (Report by
Shafaq Yaqub& Mahnaz Rahman)
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The Gender Equity Program conducted an interview of Veeru Kohlinn on 22nd May, 2013 after

attending her two hour talk at The Asia Foundation. Ms Kohlinn is an ex-bonded laborer turned

human rights activist. She is also the first Pakistani Hindu woman to ever contest elections.

Despite religion, class, gender and her poverty ranking, Ms Kohlinn rose above her these

obstacles to fight tyranny and injustice. As Ms Kohlinn is more comfortable conversing in Sindhi,

Dr Khoso Ghulam Hyder who is a member of the Green Rural Development Organization

(GRDO) acted as her translator. Dr Hyder has been a determined supporter of Ms Kohlinn’s

journey from ex-bonded laborer to electoral candidate. A medical practitioner by profession, Dr

Hyder, gave up his career to devote more time to abolishing bonded labor within Pakistan along

with Ms Kohlinn.

Please tell us about your childhood. What was it like growing up in Nagarparkar?

I remember a very happy childhood. I was the only daughter of very loving parents. My four

brothers were born much after me. I was not born into bonded labor. We moved from

Nagarparkar after the famine and then I was married off at the age of 19.

How did you and your family get trapped in the world of bonded labor?

My family wanted to move to Umerkot as they had heard that there is more work there and the

wages are better. Hence we moved in 1992 or 1993, I cannot remember the exact year. That is

when we started working for a landlord who offered us an opportunity for sharecropping.

However, once we began working we did not receive any share or wages. We were only given

enough to food to survive. Eight other families were kept as bonded laborers on those lands in

addition to mine.

At what point did you decide to escape?

I was in the process of deciding to marry off one of my daughters when the landlord intervened

and rebuked me for having the tenacity to fix my daughter’s marriage without his permission.

When I told him that our domestic matters were not his business and he should only concern

himself with the work we do on his land, he stopped giving us food. That is when I knew we had

to get out and so I ran away to my brothers. I spent three consecutive days without food at the

Umerkot police station waiting for the Superintendent Police to arrive so that they would

accompany me to rescue my family and the other eight families working as bonded laborers.
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Finally, they agreed. Had I been even one more day late, my daughter would have been

kidnapped by the landlord’s men to punish me for my rebellion.

Tell us about the Fredrick Douglass Freedom Award that you won in 2009.

I won this award in recognition of the work I have done to emancipate 400 bonded laborers.

There were 500 other nominations other than mine for this award that year. The 1.7 million

rupees I was awarded have been utilized to free 4,000 more bonded laborers.

What made you decide to run for the 2013 elections?

I remember a year ago when I made countless trips to a Nazim’s office for a signature on some

documentation for a Computerized National Identity Card (CNIC). I was so sick and tired of the

process that I thought to myself, “Why don’t I run for elections? If elected, I would actually get

some work done and help people like myself!” There were just Rs. 2,800 in my bank account

when I nominated as a candidate. Being a revered Hindu diety, I wanted the cow as my

electoral symbol, but it was already taken so I settled for a “matki” or earthenware pot.

What obstacles and challenges did you face while campaigning for the elections?

I was threatened by local political leaders and feudal lords and my campaign posters were

destroyed and my workers harassed. The night before the election a rumor was spread that I

had withdrawn as an electoral candidate to keep my supporters from voting for me. I went door

to door to meet my voters to assure them this was just a rumor. Then, on the day of the

elections, my voters were not allowed to leave their farms and brick kilns so I lost those votes.

Many of the voters who did turn up were not permitted to vote especially if they were Haris. In

the months leading upto the elections, I was asked by a prominent politician to withdraw my

candidacy. First I was offered Rs. 20,0000 and then Rs. 1,000,000. Despite all these obstacles I

still managed to win 6,260 votes. I was also attacked twice during my campaigning days. I was

rendered no security even though I had informed the police in Hyderabad that I had received

death threats.
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What action, if any, do you plan to take given these unfair results?

I plan to see the Election Commission of Pakistan (ECP) in context to these rigged election

results. I will have already presented the European Union’s election observers with my findings.

Do you ever fear for your life given the life threatening situations you often find yourself
in?

There are 17,000,00 bonded laborers in Pakistan today. Even though I did not win the elections

I plan to work to emancipate each and every one of them. I will not rest until I have. I was a

bonded laborer myself and only when you have been a victim of merciless practice can you

understand the need and urgency to abolish it. I have no fear in fighting this battle!

What does the process of freeing bonded laborers entail?

The process really depends on the type of case we are dealing with. For some we register a

case against the landlord who keeps bonded laborers while for others we simply pay money for

the emancipation of these laborers. All these costs are covered by the donations we receive.

We also have a Hindu lawyer who works pro-bono on many cases especially when they involve

Hindu bonded laborers.

Do you have the support and help of any organizations or political leaders who for your
cause?

There is no political force that is dedicated to abolishing bonded labor in Pakistan. Many

politicians and other influential people make many promises but at the end of the day their

words are nothing more than lip service. We had hoped to receive support from the Awami

Workers Party but even they turned a blind eye to us although I work for land reforms and

peasant rights. The problem is that many politicians directly or indirectly have a stake in bonded

labor and so are they will do nothing to further this cause. Additionally, it is hard to conjure up

support for this cause as it’s my word against theirs! Who are people going to believe? A rich,

well-connected politician or a poor, oppressed hari with torn clothes?
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What is your children’s view on the work you do on bonded labor? Do they support you?

I have eleven children, eight of whom I have married off. They have always been very

supportive of my work.

How do you spend your time when you are not working on freeing bonded laborers?

I spend my time picking Okra and selling it in the market. I earn about Rs.140 per day.

Is there any message you would like to give to the people of Pakistan?

I would like to thank the people of Pakistan who heard my call for help and contributed so

generously to my election fund of Rs. 1,000,000. I may not have won but my work will continue!
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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT GEM OBSERVATION MISSION

On the 11th of May 2013 the GEM observation mission from Gender Concerns International in
partnership with the Aurat Foundation, sent out 110 observers in Pakistan, to monitor election
activities from gender perspective throughout the day at 555 women polling stations in major
cities of Pakistan. The experience of international  and domestic observers was mixed together
in order to obtain  a maximum result. Election monitoring was undertaken in Islamabad,
Rawalpindi, Lahore, Karachi, Peshawar, Swabi, Kohat, Swat, Abbottabad, Mardan, Lower Dir,
Hyderabad, Thatta, Sargodha, Bhakkar, Vehari and Gujranwala.

Thanks to the grassrootworking of the Aurat Foundation, the mission succeeded in reaching out
far into the country.

In this Preliminary Report, the following findings can be highlighted:

1. Determination and joy

Despite violent pre-election times, threats and attacks, female voters turned out in big
numbers often present from the beginning, very enthusiastic, including old age, middle
age, youth, mothers with babies and children, disabled women, coming along with their
families, neighbourhoods or friends. Standing in cues from 8 am to 5 pm, at closing time
a lot of women were still in line. Given the circumstances, the tenacity of women was
amazing When the ECP extended voting time, women took benefit and hurried to the PS
to cast their vote at the last moment which showed their interest in the political system. A
lot of female voters made a great effort to cover a distance when they were confronted
with the fact that they were not registered in a close by Polling station, which clearly
showed their determination to vote. In Sargodha, women voted for the first time in history
in union councils Lilliani and Moazamabad.
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2. But also obstruction and  violation of electoral code
In some pollingstations political agents took over the organisation and tried to ‘guide’ the
female voters. In others campaigning was going on inside pollingstations, showing
clearly party signs, wearing Tshirts, serving tea  and even a sticker was noticed  of a
political party on a  polling booth. According to ECP, no transport was allowed by parties
but this was violated all over.  Voters reported being offered money to vote for a certain
party. In Upper Dir and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa women were barred from voting through
political party agreements or under threatening circumstances. In Upper Dirit was the
case in the entire district and only one woman was able to cast her vote in UC Darora. In
Lower Dir women were stopped from voting in seven constituencies, and in Buner district
women were not allowed to vote in 17 UCs. Women were also barred to vote in several
constituencies in Mardan, D.I.Khan, Nowshera, Batagram and Malakand.

The constituencies where women were stopped from casting vote en masse are:

S.No District NA PA UC/Poling station Status
1 Upper Dir 33 91-93 All UCs women were barred in all UCs,

only one woman cast her vote
in UC Darora

2 Lower Dir 34 91 Nafasa Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

Kamangarah Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

Bajwaro Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

Pato Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

Bankot Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

Sari Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

Ouch Nuzhat Begum (a candidate)
cast her vote

3 Buner 28 77-79 17  Ucs Among 27 UCs women didn’t
cast their vote in 17 UCS

4 Mardan 10 28 Kotki Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

10 28 Katlung Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

5 D.I. Khan 25 67 Garah Essa Khail Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

6 Nowshera 5 12 Choki mumraiz Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

7 Batagaram 22 59 Ajmera Women were not allowed to
cast their vote
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8 Malakand 35 98 Govt Degree College, Govt High
School Dargai

Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

35 98 Heroshah, Haryan Kot Women did not allowed to cast
their vote

35 98 Primary school Nary Obo Women were not allowed to
cast their vote

3. A great job done by ECP

Although we regret that ECP is an ‘all men’s club’ , we do recognize that ECP did an
enormous effort to reach out to female voters and to set up as many polling stations  so
that women did not have to cover great distances (the 2km rule). The introduction of
SMS facility to find out where to vote and under which number, was very successful with
literate and young women. However illiterate women and women from more rural areas
remained dependant on political party camps to get their polling station location, block
code and serial number. Polling staff often refused voters presenting themselves without
serial number and as cell phones were in many cases not allowed inside, female voters
were then sent back to the party camps to get that information.

4. In and outside the polling stations

Although there were more polling stations closer to the women’s homes, the facility itself
often was not up to mark. We noticed many PS that really were too small, where there
was no place for observers and party agents to sit and where it was burning hot inside.
Moreover this prevented privacy for the voters.  In another place several mixed polling
stations were all in one room which led to complete chaos. The complaints of inadequate
physical space within the polling booths were received from most of the polling stations
.There were no wash rooms for polling staff as well as women voters at most of the
stations. Water was not provided.

In some PS furniture was not sufficient and comfortable enough to sit on all day. In some
polling stations (for instance in Karachi )material was very late and also lacking at some
places e.g. seals for the boxes, ink, envelopes , extra white boxes (normally  material
should be delivered  the day before,  in some cases it was at 11pm).
No sitting areas were foreseen for older, disabled or pregnant women. As cueing often
took many hours in the sun, this led to fainting, sickness, throwing up. A disabled woman
presented herself in a polling station in Lahore at 9 o’clock but could not enter the PS on
the first floor, she was asked to come back at 12, again she was  refused, she came
back at 6.30pm  and then finally they got the ballot box down so she could cast her vote.

ECP’s decision to move away party camps from the close-by premises of the polling
stations helped in improving the overall physical environment of congestion previously
witnessed in elections outside the polling stations and also inside the stations. However,
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the presence of male volunteers of political parties was witnessed near entry points at
almost all polling stations which made entry into these polling stations little uneasy.

5. Polling staff

In female PS, we mostly found female staff, although in some cases, husband or father
was ‘assisting’ the female presiding officer. There were male presiding officers at several
combined polling stations and several women polling stations in Karachi. Although
training was supposed to have been given to all staff, in several places we noticed flaws
in the procedure: ballot papers not stamped, polling booths not placed to guarantee
secrecy, allowing unauthorized persons. The new procedure of counting women and
men’s ballot papers separately in order to obtain sex-segregated data, is encouraging for
calculating women’s turnout.

The extension of the voting time by EPC at the end of the day was not received in time
by several presiding officers which caused frustration and chaos: women presenting
themselves at 5.30pm found the polling station already closed and ballot boxes sealed
which had to be sorted out with difficulty.

6. Security

Police and security often male was found in female polling stations .Women police
personnel were seen only at a few places. They were not always aware of exact
procedures. For instance, that observers could enter before opening, that they could
assist counting. Also party agents could not attend counting in some cases.
In some cases security did not allow women with kids to enter which caused a lot of
trouble.

7. Voters’ Education

Women voters’ knowledge about vote-casting procedure was of average nature in urban
centres, however, in rural areas and in rural suburbs of cities women generally lacked
information about voting. Shrewd party agents often took advantage of this.

8. Media
The media played a great role in giving women their rightful place. They were a great
help in voters’ education and gave a forum to women candidates. They highlighted
difficulties and injustices regarding women and gave a voice to those who are often
voiceless.
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CONCLUSION

All over it was heart-warming that women in Pakistan refused to bow down and time and
time again said they would not give up until they were able to vote.
Out of respect for all these courageous women who stand up for free and fair elections,
even in the most barren circumstances, we call upon the ECP to declare elections null
and void elections in these constituencies where women were barred from voting due to
this flagrant violation of election rules and code of conduct. A country that neglects its
women, neglects its future!


